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ABSTRACT 
We suppose collections of XML data described by Document 
Type Definitions (DTDs). This data has been generated by 
applications and plays a role of OLTP database(s).  A star schema, 
a well-known technique used in data warehousing, can be applied. 
Then dimension information is supposed to be contained in XML 
data. We will use the notions of subDTD and view, and formulate 
referential integrity constraints in XML environment. We use 
simple pattern matching capabilities of current XML query 
languages for XML view specification and tree embedding 
algorithms for these purposes. A dimension hierarchy is defined 
as a set of logically connected collections of XML data. Facts may 
be also conceived as elements of an XML document. Due to the 
structural complexity of XML data the approach requires subtler 
formal model than it is done with conventional dimension and fact 
tables described by classical star schemes. In consequence, our 
approach captures more from heterogeneity of source databases 
than it is done in classical relational approaches to data 
warehousing. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
D.2.11 [Software]: Software Architectures - Data abstraction, 
Languages.  

General Terms 
Design, Languages. 

Keywords 
Data warehouse, XML, dimension, star schema. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
With the recent popularity of the WWW, an enormous amount of 
heterogeneous information is now available in enterprises. Such 
data stores may be classical formatted databases but also data 
collections coming from e-mail communication, e-business, or 
from inner digital documents that are produced by applications in 
enterprise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A data warehouse (DW) is a collection of data from many sources. 
The data is used for reporting, analysis, issue resolution, and 
predictive modelling. In other words, a DW is a special database. 
As with other databases, a design of any DW requires certain 
modelling stages. Since DW prepares the data for analytical 
processing, which requires multidimensionality, it seems to be 
suitable to use a multidimensional model. Usually 
multidimensional (in short dimensional) modelling for DW makes 
a separate design stage in its live cycle. 

The conceptual stage in DW design covers the aspects of data 
which express its associations to real world objects, while the 
dimensional view reflects dimensional requirements on data. In 
[13] we preferred a dimensional modelling (DM) based on 
dimension and fact tables.  

Recently, XML has significantly influenced building databases 
[4]. XML data is generated by applications and it can be 
consumed by applications. It is not too hard to imagine that some 
data sources in the enterprise are repositories of XML data or that 
they are viewed as XML data independently on their inner 
implementation. In this case we could try to build a DW over 
XML data. In consequence, a need for dimensional modelling of 
XML data is appearing. 

In the paper, we suppose that dimensional data is XML data. 
Obviously, the notion of DM will be modified and accommodated 
substantially. We will assume XML data equipped by Document 
Type Definitions (DTD). Briefly said, DTDs describe the structure 
of the objects permitted in XML data. On the schema level, a 
particular dimension will be modelled as a sequence of DTDs that 
are logically associated, similarly as the referential integrity does 
it in relational databases. On the database level, the DTDs 
describe XML data stored in respective data sources. Obviously, 
facts may be modelled as XML data as well.  

A simple star schema structure (e.g. [9] and [10]), as is popular in 
the DW community using DM, will be modified for XML data 
and used as a basic data structure in our approach.  

We present a data structure called an XML-star schema with 
explicit dimension hierarchies in DM. This notion is in 
accordance with the table model described in [13]. We argue that 
it is an appropriate framework that provides the users with a 
sufficient amount of semantics. This semantics can be used e.g. 
for clear and correct querying DW.  However, the information in 
an XML DW is never complete. It follows from the possibilities 
of XML data specification via regular expressions allowed by 
DTDs. This reminds relational DWs with NULL values in 



dimension tables. We expect that the DW architecture would 
primarily manipulate XML dimensional data whose home 
platform consists of various XML data sources (see Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: XML-star schema 

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 
• We argue the use of XML and DTDs for DM.  
• We introduce the notion of XML-referential integrity 
• We introduce and formalize the notion of XML-star 

schema.  
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the main 
concepts and notions of DM based on tables, and states some 
restrictions chosen for the approach in the paper. In Section 3 we 
give a brief overview over XML and present a model for XML. 
Section 4 defines notions needed for characterization of XML 
collections, for specifying XML-referential integrity, and for 
establishing dimensions over XML data. We define XML-star 
schemes with explicit dimension hierarchies. Finally, we 
summarize the approach and point out further research issues. 
 

2. DIMENSION MODELLING  
In the first step, we introduce star schemes where each dimension 
is modelled by a single table (so called simple stars). Then we 
enrich the dimension using a simple hierarchy. Star schemes with 
explicit dimension hierarchies are a natural extension of simple 
stars. 

2.1 Simple stars 
Informally, a DM-schema is a description of dimension and fact 
tables. An associated diagram is called DM-diagram. A variant of 
this approach is called star schema, i.e. the case with one fact 
table surrounded by dimension tables (see Figure 2). Each 
dimension table has a single-part primary key that corresponds 
exactly to one of the components of the multi-part key in the fact 
table. Dimension attributes are used as a source of constraints 
usable in DW queries. A fact is a focus of interest for the 

enterprise. It is modelled by values of non-key attributes in the 
fact table that functionally depend on the set of key attributes. 
Each fact is �measured� by values of a tuple of dimension values.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Star schema as a result of the dimensional modelling 

A star schema is a triple <D, F, CC>, where D is a set of 
dimension table schemes Di(Ωi), i=1,...,n, F is a fact table schema, 
and CC is a set of cardinality constraints. One attribute from Ωi is 
called the key of Di table and is denoted by KDi. The key of F 
table is ∪ i=1..n KDi

1. Other (non-key) attributes of F are usually 
called facts.  

We use upper letters D, F, ... for table schemes and D∗ , F∗ , ... for 
tables. Let F∗  and Di

∗ , i=1...,n, be a fact and a dimension table, 
respectively. The cardinality constraint CCi is satisfied by these 
tables when for each row u from F∗  there is only one row v in Di

∗ , 
such that  u.KDi = v.KDi. 

The well-known crow�s feet notation used in Figure 2 expresses 
that rows of the fact table and of its any dimension table are in 
N:1 relationship. More precisely, we write with min-max pairs 

<F:(1,1), Di:(0,n)> 

i.e., some rows from Di
∗  need not be associated with any row from 

F∗ . Thus dimensions are independent of facts, facts can not exist 
without dimensions. CCs also imply that each KD is a foreign key 
in F, e.g. there is a referential integrity between F and each D. 

A dimensional database over a star schema S is a set of tables 
Di

∗ , i=1,...,n, and F∗  that satisfy all cardinality constraints from 
CC.  

2.2 Dimensions 
In most cases, a dimension consists of multiple hierarchically 
structured classifications based on a set of the basic values. An 
element of a dimension is a tuple, whose components describe an 

                                                                 
1 No functional dependencies are supposed among dimensions. 
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object, on which facts depend. For example, a sale organization is 
described as (MIC1, Cookstown, Tyrone) with meaning �the 
office MIC1 in the district of Cookstown in the county of 
Tyrone�.  

However, the semantics of a dimension may be deeper. We would 
like to store, e.g. the information, that the representative of the 
county of Tyrone is Smith. Thus, dimensions are described by 
attributes, some of which are descriptive, e.g. Description, Name, 
within the others may be included business-oriented dimension 
hierarchies, e.g. PRODUCT: Item → Class → Group → Area and 
SALES_ORGANIZATION: office → district → county → state. 
The problem is to which objects to assign other attributes such as 
a representative of a county (C_representative), etc. These 
attributes are usually called dimension attributes.  

On the conceptual level, particular members of each dimension 
hierarchy are sets of entities. Although more complex hierarchies 
are distinguished in literature, we keep to simple hierarchies, 
whose members compose a path in a directed graph (see Figure 
3). Then the notion of a dimension hierarchy can be formalized as 
follows. 

 

 

Figure 3: Dimension hierarchy as a chain of entities 

Definition 1 (Dimension Hierarchy): Consider a set D of 
dimension table schemes Di with attributes Ωi, i=1,...,n. Then a 
(simple) dimension hierarchy H is a subset D × D  or { D} , D ∈  D, 
with the following properties:   

(a) H is an acyclic path.   /structure/ 

(b) If (Dj, Dk) ∈  H, KDk is the key of Dk, then KDk is also an 
attribute of  Dj.   /referential integrity/ 

From the condition (b) we can observe that KDj in Di is again a 
foreign key in the same sense as in the logical connection of the 
fact table to a dimension table. Condition (a) implies the existence 
of a unique root. The root of H plays a significant role. Actually, 
facts in a fact table are usually dependent on data stored in root       
tables. Clearly, a path in a dimension hierarchy H is a sequence 
<Di1,...,Dik>, k >1, where  

(Dij, Di(j+1)) ∈  H, j=1,...,k-1. 

Ds in H are called members of hierarchy H. In practice it is useful 
to name dimension hierarchies (see e.g. PRODUCT, TIME etc). 
Then we write N:H, where N is the name of H. We write N: D1 

→�→ Dk. 

2.3 Stars with explicit dimension hierarchies 
We will use explicit hierarchies in star schemes. Although there 
are many more general formal approaches to modelling 
dimensions (e.g. [7], [11]), we will suffice with that one in  [13]. 

Definition 2 (Star Schema with Explicit Dimension 
Hierarchies): Let H be a non-empty set of dimension hierarchies 
and DF the set of its hierarchy roots.  A star schema with explicit 
dimension hierarchies is a triple <H, F, IC>, where IC = CCD ∪  
CCF such that  

• < DF, F, CCF> is a star schema and  

• CCD = { CCij �(Di, Dj) ∈  H, H ∈  H} . 

A dimensional database S∗  over a star schema with explicit 
hierarchies S is a set of dimension tables and a fact table that 
satisfy all cardinality constraints from IC. An example of a star 
schema with explicit dimension hierarchies is depicted in Figure 
4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Fragment of star schema with explicit dimension 
hierarchies 

Several extensions of these star schemes can be found in 
literature, e.g. a constellation schema with explicit dimension 
hierarchies and a lot of others [7], [13], [14].  

3. Basics for XML 
The data in XML [18] is grouped into elements by tags. Figure 5 
shows an example of a simple XML document. XML elements 
may contain attributes. These attributes characterize the elements. 
An unordered set of attributes can be placed in the start-tag of the 
element.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Office District County State

<catalogue> 
<product pid = �PA312�> 

<name> Canon 246/V </name>  
<description> A thing �<description> 
<class> camera </class> 

 <dealer did = �K2OP1�>  
<d_name> J. Smith </d_name> 
<address > 

<locality> Kings Buildings,  Edinburgh 
</locality> 
<ZIP> E12 8QQ </ZIP> 

</address> 
  <dealer> 

</product> 
<product pid = �PA108�> 

<name> Sony III </name>  
<description> A tool �<description> 
<class> CD player </class> 

</product> 
</catalogue> 

Figure 5: XML document describing a catalogue 
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A DTD specifies how elements can be nested by means of regular 
grammars. Subelements nesting is specified by regular 
expressions. An XML document valid with respect to a DTD can 
be a root in any element specified in the DTD. 

An example of DTD is in Figure 6. Observe that the document in 
Figure 5 is valid with respect to this DTD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For our purposes we need to use a model of XML data. The 
models given in [2] and [6] manage XML documents and do not 
reflect matadata described in DTDs. For example, an XML-graph 
can be built by parsing the XML document. Many applications 
requiring communication and exchange of XML data with other 
applications often demand a support or the verification of the 
conformance of a document with some particular DTD. Today a 
number of tree-oriented models for DTDs exist, e.g. types of 
labelled ordered tree objects [12] or tree types [3]. Relatively new 
approaches are based on XML Declarative Description Theory [1] 
and XML type systems [15]. In other words, formal models for 
XML schemes are developed [17]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Loto corresponding to XML data in Figure 5 

For the sake of simplicity, most of the formal models do not 
distinguish between attributes and subelements, since the 
distinction is often cosmetic. Also the ordering of elements is 
often a subject of simplification.  

We modify definitions from [12] for our purposes. Suppose a 
finite alphabet Σ of tags. A labelled ordered tree object (loto) over 
Σ is a finite tree such that each node has an associated tag from Σ 
and the set of children of a given node is totally ordered. For 
example, the loto corresponding to the XML document in Figure 
5 is in Figure 7. A loto type definition (ltd) over Σ consists of a 

root type in Σ and a mapping associating a language Lm over Σ 
with each m ∈  Σ. For the root the mapping assigns the root 
element of the modelled DTD. The empty language is denoted ε. 
Notice that all these languages are regular in XML. Lotos can be 
associated with a ltd. Informally, a loto satisfies an ltd over Σ if its 
root has the type of ltd's root and for each of its nodee m the 
sequence of tags associated with children of m is a word of Lm. 
We denote a set of lotos satisfying the ltd by T(ltd). Observe that 
ltds do not contain PCDATA elements. In this model we do not 
take data in leaves of lotos into account. 

 

 

 

 

 

An example of ltd is in Figure 8 (ε languages are omitted). For 
example, for product the language Lproduct contains sequences 
(words) (name, description, class, dealer) and (name, 
description, class).  

4. Exploring dimensions in XML data 
To recognize XML collections as suitable for extracting 
dimension information we must formulate several assumptions. 
First, we suppose each collection to be locally homogeneous, i.e. 
equipped with a DTD. This assumption is realistic when we 
consider e.g. e-business applications based on the exchange of 
data by communities that agree on common DTDs. Second, the 
collection considered may be independent in some sense. Then 
the same information can be represented in two documents with 
different DTDs in multiple ways. For example, the same 
information could be encoded in an XML element in one set of 
documents but in an XML attribute in another set of documents. 
A semantic heterogeneity of attributes and element names can 
occur. As suggested above, attributes will be not considered. As 
another example, structural differences are usual. For example, we 
have  

<!ELEMENT name PCDATA> 

in DTD1 and  

<!ELEMENT name(firstname, lastname)>  

in DTD2. Here we will assume that all elements modelling the 
same real world entity also carry the same tag. Notice that this 
does not mean that the elements must have the same structure. For 
example we have two DTDs with respective elements 

<!ELEMENT dealer(d_name, address+)>  

and 

<!ELEMENT dealer(d_name, address)> 

The third data source could use  

<!ELEMENT dealer(d_name, location)>  
<!ELEMENT location(address+)>  

<!DOCTYPE catalogue[ 
<!ELEMENT catalogue(product)*>  
<!ELEMENT product(name, description, class, dealer?)> 
<!ATTLIST product pid ID #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT dealer (d_name, address+)> 
<!ATTLIST dealer did ID #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT name PCDATA> 
<!ELEMENT d_name PCDATA> 
<!ELEMENT description  PCDATA> 
<!ELEMENT address(locality, ZIP)> 
<!ELEMENT locality PCDATA > 
<!ELEMENT ZIP PCDATA > 
]> 

Figure 6: DTD catalogue 

name  description class dealer 

catalogue 

product product 

d_name address 

locality ZIP 

   name  description class  

root: catalogue; 
catalogue:product*; 
product:(name, description, class, dealer?); 
dealer:(d_name, address+); 
address(locality, ZIP?); 

Figure 8: Ltd for DTD catalogue 



4.1 Views of XML data 
A key feature of our approach is the usage of XML views of XML 
data. The need for such a concept is like that in traditional 
databases: different users sharing XML data may have different 
needs and may want to see the same data differently. Here we use 
XML views for modelling associations between two XML data 
sets described by two different DTDs. Therefore XML views help 
us to see different data in the same way. They can be evaluated by 
standard view mechanisms, and used for integrity checking and 
query processing in XML DWs. For purposes of this paper a view 
V over a collection of XML data C is given by a view query in a 
query language for XML documents. By materialization of V in C 
we mean a set of XML data, denoted V(C), which is obtainable by 
evaluating V on C.  In other words, V is a function defined on a 
set of C states, when we assume the collection C dynamic. 

4.2 The approach 
We start with re-building a dimension hierarchy H: D1 →� 
→DK, K ≥1. We suppose XML collections C1, �, Cn, n ≥ 1, and 
their respective DTDs, DTD1� DTDn, n ≥ 1. By DTDC we denote 
the DTD of C. A collection C will contain valid XML data 
rooting in a DTDC element. For example, the collection of 
documents valid with respect to the DTD catalogue may contain 
not only catalogues but also addresses they need for not being be 
dealer addresses.  

First we will focus on the data in C which is essential for a 
dimension member D. We specify this data by a subDTD. 

The crucial issue for constructing the dimension hierarchy H is 
how to capture logical relationships between two neighbouring Ds 
in H.  In this step we generalize the notion of referential integrity 
in an XML environment for this purpose. However, we should not 
expect most XML documents to have an element (or attribute in 
more general case) that simulates a primary key as the case is in 
relational databases. We assume, e.g., the dimension member 
Dealer. Then the name and address of a dealer will occur 
repeatedly in associated XML documents. In addition, due to the 
regular expressions used in DTD dealer some dealer addresses 
contain ZIP data only optionally.  

Then we will attempt to choice an information characterizing, 
perhaps uniquely, most of documents in D. The XML views seem 
to be appropriate for this purpose. We discuss also a possibility to 
describe the materialization of such views by DTDs. Finally, we 
formulate the notion of XML-referential integrity between two 
XML collections. 

4.2.1 SubDTD defining dimension members 
Each DTD can be the source for one or more members of H. To 
gain some metadata describing a member D of H we will consider 
only certain part of the DTD, denoted DTDD. There are two 
requirements that should be fulfilled:  

• DTDD is DTD,    /syntax/ 

• Elements of DTDD specified as PCDATA are sufficient 
for describing D.   /semantics/ 

The first condition ensures a correctness of the dimension member 
D. The second condition supposes an existence of sufficient 
information content for associated XML data. A DTDD can be 
specified by various means. In the simplest case, it is a subset of 

!ELEMENT rows from the associated DTDC for some C. Then we 
say that the DTDD is a subDTD of the DTDC. For example, DTD 
dealer in Figure 9 is a subDTD of DTD catalogue in Figure 6. 

Now, a D∗   on C, is a collection of XML documents gained from 
C that  

• are valid with respect to DTDD and  

• have the same root element tag given in DOCTYPE 
clause DTDD.  

Observe that we require the significant element tag to be given in 
DTDD's DOCTYPE clause, i.e. our dimensional XML data is 
"maximal" in some sense. This condition is justified by the 
required semantics of dimensional data. For example, the 
addresses that are not dealer addresses need not be relevant for the 
dimension member Dealer. Notice that in a more sophisticated 
approach it might be possible to restrict regular expressions in the 
element definitions and construct a structurally different DTDD 
that is meaningful for defining a dimension member and is not 
subDTD of DTDC. For example, the DTD in Figure 10 is not 
subDTD of catalogue in Figure 6. Due to its easier 
implementation, we will suppose only subDTDs in the paper.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.2 Core data  
Given a collection C, we will consider a structured collection of 
PCDATA elements in DTDC that are appropriate for a 
characterization of XML data stored in C. For example, for books 
such a characterization consists of ISBN, but possibly (title, 
author∗ ) is sufficient. In practice, the characterizations should 
meet the following requirements: 

• they distinguish any two XML documents in C as best 
as possible, 

• they are suitably simple, 

• they are XML data.  

We will require the characterization should be also expressible by 
a DTD. We denote such a DTD as DTDC-core, or briefly DTDcore, if 
C is understood, and call it a C-core. XML data selected from C 
and valid with respect to DTDC-core is called C-core data. We 
denote this data set by T(DTDC-core). DTDs can have multiple uses 
in this case. They can help the user of DW in query formulation 
and allow the query processor to derive more efficient plans. 

<!DOCTYPE dealer[ 
<!ELEMENT dealer(d_name, address+)> 
<!ELEMENT d_name PCDATA> 
<!ELEMENT address(locality, ZIP?)> 
<!ELEMENT locality PCDATA > 
<!ELEMENT ZIP PCDATA >] 

Figure 9: SubDTD for dealer 

<!DOCTYPE dealer[ 
<!ELEMENT dealer(d_name, address)> 
<!ELEMENT d_name PCDATA> 
<!ELEMENT address(locality)> 
<!ELEMENT locality PCDATA >] 

Figure 10: Another DTD for dealer 



Certainly, in the simplest case DTDC-core is a subDTD of DTDC. 
On the other hand, for practical purposes we must ensure its 
certain minimality, similarly to the notion of primary key from 
relational databases. A natural solution is  

• to define the C-core data as a view over XML 
documents from C and then  

• to find its DTDC-core.  

4.2.2.1 C-core data as a view 
This request can be fulfilled with the query language recently 
proposed for XML, e.g. XML-QL [6], or XQuery [19].  For 
example, we have decided to take the couple (name, locality) as 
the core of DTD dealer in Figure 10. In XML-QL the core data 
could be defined as a view, we denote it VC-core, e.g. by the query 

WHERE  <dealer> <name> $e </name> 
                  <locality> $f </locality> 
         </dealer> IN �http://kocour.cuni.cz/�� 
CONSTRUCT  <core> $e, $f </core> 

The structure of core data is not always so straightforward. 
Consider a possibility to characterize the dealer data by the phone 
or fax number, i.e. elements fax and phone of type PCDATA are 
supposed as well as the element definition !ELEMENT 
contact(fax�phone) in the dealer DTD. Then 

WHERE <dealer> <contact> $e </contact>  
  </dealer> IN �http://kocour.cuni.cz/�� 
CONSTRUCT  <core> $e </core> 

provides �heterogeneous� core elements, with a fax or a phone of 
the dealer. 

Formally, XML-QL constructs a list of core elements, which is 
not an XML document. This fact conforms to our requirements. 
Core elements must satisfy the following condition: 

• Each document from C generates one core element at 
most.   /weak identifiability/ 

It is on the designer responsibility to ensure this integrity 
constraint. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to require the 
function to be total and injective. The rigidity of these properties 
inherited from the notion of primary key is here lost due to the 
incompleteness of XML data in C and its possible duplicates. 
Thus we speak only about a weak identifiability of C. This is in 
contrast with key specifications (e.g. [5]) that provide a strong 
identifiability. Concerning the query language, we can restrict its 
expressive power only to selective queries, which extract 
information by pattern matching. The only user-defined tag used 
in queries will be core.  

4.2.2.2 Finding DTDC-core 
This request is more difficult. The goal is to specify a DTD, which 
precisely characterizes the type structure of trees from VC-core(C). 
We can define the relation of tightness between two DTDs. 
Consider for each DTD its ltd. According to [12], we say that 
DTD1 is tighter than DTD2 if T(ltd1)  ⊆  T(ltd2).  Let T(V) be a set 
of lotos associated with XML documents given by a view V. We 
say that a ltd is tight for T(V) if T(V) = T(ltd), i.e. if it does T(V). 
Now suppose an XML query language L for view specification. 
We require finding such DTDC-core whose ltd is tight for T(VC-core). 
Two issues occur with the tight DTD construction:  

• some tight ltds are not expressible by regular 
expressions, 

• it is undecidable if  view V defined in L has the tightest 
regular ltd. 

where by the  tightest regular ltd we mean such regular ltd which 
approximates the tightest ltd. It follows for some views that their 
associated tight ltd does not exist and it is not possible to discover 
this fact. Authors of [12] where these problems are discussed 
justify on these facts that DTDs are too weak for usage for a view 
construction. On the other hand, they offer how to infer tight ltds 
algorithmically in some special cases. However, the construction 
of such ltds needs to introduce new tags that do not occur in the 
original ltds (compare to the tag core in the example above). 
Their algorithm covers the cases where input DTDs are acyclic 
and the view query does not contain a recursive vertical 
navigation. Also checking whether a view conforms to a 
predefined regular ltd is possible. For our purposes these results 
are usable. A dimension designer can algorithmically test at least 
the conformations of view queries to those DTDC-cores that were 
constructed manually. 

4.2.3 XML-referential integrity 
Having cores DTDC1 and DTDC2 for XML collections C1 and C2, 
respectively, we will define the constraint XML-referential 
integrity for C1 and C2. The idea is to connect logically those 
documents d1 ∈  C1 and d2 ∈  C2 that match on the core data 
described by DTDC2-core. In other words, d1 contains data, which is 
the same (in some sense), as the core data of d2. C2-core plays for 
DTDC1 a similar role as a foreign key in a relational database.  

We could try to construct DTDC2-core over XML documents in C1 
in a similar way as for C2. First we specify a view, we denote it 
VC1→C2, that generates XML data from C1 of the same structure as 
the data valid with respect to DTDC2-Core. Since the source DTDC1 
distinguishes from DTDC2, and VC2-core and V(C1→C2)-core are 
different view queries, DTDC2-core and DTD(C1→C2)-core will be also 
different in general. However, we can use the result from [12] 
about conformance of a selection view definition to a predefined 
DTD. It is decidable, given V(C1→C2)-core and DTDC2-core, whether 
T(V(C1→C2)-core) ⊆  T(ltdC2-core). Obviously, this fact says nothing 
about referential integrity. This must be defined, similarly to 
formatted databases, on the extensional level.   

The last problem to be solved is matching the XML data in order 
to ensure referential integrity. Consider document d1. Then 
V(C1→C2)-core(d1) determines a pattern that has to be embedded in a 
document d2. In itself it is of a limited value, because for each 
document the query defining the matching would be different in 
general.  We can use the materialization of d2, i.e. VC2-core(d2). 
With this interpretation, the problem of checking a referential 
integrity can be mapped to the problem of embedding a pattern 
tree in the tree (e.g. [16]) determined by VC2-core(d2). In fact, both 
trees are reconciled. We denote this relation of partial matching of 
trees by symbol ≤:.  

We emphasize that only partial matching is possible in practice. 
There are two main reasons why we do not prefer an exact 
matching:  

• Due to the independence C1 and C2, different orders of 
elements in d1 and d2 can be supposed.  



• Core data often occurs only partially in a pattern.  

For example, element author∗  in the pattern tree can have a 
different order of authors than in VC2-core(d2). In the latter case, 
e.g., more authors in VC2-core(d2) could be than in V(C1→C2)-core(d1). 
Or, in the case of the core based on (locality, ZIP?), d1 and d1 
could distinguish only in ZIP that is present in d2 and missing in 
d1. Figures 11 and 12 exemplify it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Two documents with a partial match � case 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Two documents with a partial match � case 2 

The mentioned partial (unordered) tree embedding problem has 
been studied in the 90s (i.e. [8]) and proved to be NP-complete. 
However, algorithms are known to behave well in practical 
examples [16]. Due to the simplicity of our cores only their 
sublinear time with respect to the d2 size is expected. We are 
ready to define XML-referential integrity.  

Definition 3 (XML-Referential Integrity): Let C1 and C2 be 
collections with DTDC1 and DTDC2 respectively. Let VC1-core and 
VC2-core be views defining C1- and C2-core data, respectively. Then 
an XML-referential integrity based on C-cores is satisfied by C1 
and C2 iff  

 ∀  d1 ∈  C1 ∃  d2 ∈  C2 (V(C1→C2)-core(d1) ≤: VC2-core(d2)) 

For collections C1 and C2, we denote the statement XML-
referential integrity based on C-cores by  

       DTDC1 ⊆ : DTDC2  

The principle of the XML-referential integrity is shown in Figure 
13. Notice that, comparing the XML-referential integrity to the 
relational referential integrity, there may be more d2 documents 
satisfying the condition from Definition 3. It is in accordance with 
our assumption of imprecise and redundant DW. For querying 
such DW an arbitrary exemplar can be useful.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: XML-referential integrity 

4.3 XML-star schema  
Using the definitions of the previous section we can now 
formulate the notion of XML-star schema with explicit dimension 
hierarchies.  

Definition 4 (XML-Dimension Hierarchy): Let C1, �, Cn, n ≥1,  
be a set of  XML collections with their respective DTDs 
DTD1,�,DTDn. Consider a set D of DTDDs whose each member 
is a subDTD of a DTDi, i ∈  <1,n>. Then a (simple) XML-
dimension hierarchy H is a subset of D × D or { D} , D ∈  D, with 
the following properties:   

(a) H is an acyclic path.   /structure/ 

(b) If (Di, Di+1) ∈  H, then Dj  ⊆ :  Di+1.   
          /XML-referential integrity/ 

Dimensional data for H, D1 →�→ DK, is given by the union of 
D∗

i, i = 1,�,K.   

We still need an XML structure for storing facts. We can imagine 
fact data as XML data described by a DTDF. For the sake of 
simplicity, we will represent fact data similarly to rows of a fact 
table, i.e. the resulted XML data is composed from homogenous 
elements each dimensional component of which viewed as a core 
will partially match a tree from core data of the root of the 
associated dimension H. Proper fact data is not specified here in 
greater detail.  

Definition 5 (XML-Star Schema with Explicit Dimension 
Hierarchies): Let H be a non-empty set of XML-dimension 
hierarchies and DF be the set of its hierarchy roots.  Let F be a 
DTD. Then an XML-star schema with explicit dimension 
hierarchies is a triple <H, F, ICF>, where ICF is the constraint  

 ∀ D ∈  DF (F  ⊆ : D). 
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view  
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A dimensional XML-database S∗  over a XML-star schema with 
explicit hierarchies S is a collection of dimensional data for H, for 
all H ∈ H, and fact XML data valid with respect to F that satisfies 
the constraint ICF.  

5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we addressed the problem of modelling star data 
structures over collections of XML data. We provided a 
framework for designing XML-stars schemes with explicit 
dimension hierarchies.  

Future research work is proceeding in the following directions: (i) 
generalization of subDTDs in the dimension construction to 
views; (ii) consideration of a partial matching based on other 
principles than tree embedding. For example, functions like 
similarities well-known in information retrieval can be used; (iii) 
designing a simple language over trees for querying fact data by 
restricting dimensional data; (iv) design of appropriate indexing  
scheme for implementing a simple query language over such DW.  

The approach takes in account sources of XML data that will be 
exist outside of usual operational databases, e.g. during data 
exchange in e-business.  In this case, it is not necessary to use 
transformations of this data into structured databases. It will 
enable to use more free data, however, at a loss of certain 
preciseness.  On the other hand, the practice does not need exact 
results. For example, DW processing with data samples supports 
this style of computing. 
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